February, 16, 2021

President Joseph Biden
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Biden,

We, the undersigned civil rights, civil liberties, immigrants’ rights, religious, free speech, technology and privacy organizations and individuals write to ask your Administration to address the use of facial recognition technology (FRT) by the federal government. The use of FRT in policing, public housing, schools, and other areas of public life poses profound and unprecedented threats to core civil rights and civil liberties. For those reasons, we specifically urge you to:

- Take swift executive action to place a moratorium on all federal government use of FRT and other forms of biometric technology so long as bias pervades these systems and Congress has not acted to authorize the use of the technology in specific circumstances and with sufficient safeguards to protect our privacy interests and prevent harms caused by this dangerous, unregulated technology;

- Prevent state and local governments from using federal funds to purchase FRT or access FRT; and

- Support the Facial Recognition and Biometric Technology Moratorium Act, introduced by Senator Markey. This bill would make a federal moratorium law and would place additional limitations on federal funding of these technologies.

FRT is already responsible for multiple false arrests and mistaken incarcerations of Black men. It disproportionately misidentifies and misclassifies people of color, trans people, women, and other marginalized groups, causing harm in our schools, homes, and communities, and it threatens our core constitutional freedoms including freedom of association and speech, due process protections, and privacy rights. When combined with existing networks of surveillance cameras dotting our urban and suburban landscapes, FRT algorithms could enable governments to track the public movements, habits, and associations of all people, at all times—merely with the push of a button. This kind of all-seeing, all-knowing surveillance evokes science fiction dystopias. But in the year 2021, the persistent tracking of all people in America in public spaces with FRT is no longer relegated to the realm of fiction.

Despite this, the law has failed to keep pace with the technology, leaving all people at grave risk of serious harm. Moreover, following the events of January 6th, 2021, when an armed mob stormed the Capitol building disrupting Congress as it was certifying your election to the office of the Presidency, press reports indicated law enforcement turned to FRT to identify those in the crowd. Troublingly, this use of FRT has generated calls to authorize and expand law enforcement use of FRT. As has been demonstrated by the numerous arrests of those who attacked our Capitol building on January 6th using evidence from their own social media feeds and other sources, face recognition technology was simply unnecessary and, expanding government use of FRT is not the solution. As discussed, FRT is dangerous because it exhibits clear racial, gender, and other biases and it’s also dangerous when it does work. Even if the technology worked perfectly, it would facilitate the mass tracking of each person’s movements in
public space—something intolerable in a free and open society. We cannot allow its normalization.

**Face recognition technology is particularly dangerous to Black and Brown People, LGBTQ People, Women, and Other Marginalized Communities.**

FRT exhibits particularly disturbing accuracy and bias issues against people with darker skin, LGBTQ people, women—especially women of color—and youth. This bias already has caused irreparable harm. Robert Williams, Michael Oliver, and Nijeer Parks are all Black men wrongly arrested and incarcerated after police falsely identified them using a face recognition system.¹

While disturbing, these wrongful arrests of Black men are not surprising. A few years ago, MIT scholar Joy Buolamwini made a shocking discovery: Commercially available facial recognition systems did not detect her face until she placed a white mask over it. A Black woman and doctoral candidate at the MIT Media Lab, Buolamwini decided to investigate. In her landmark 2018 study, Buolamwini and her colleagues reported alarming racial and gender disparities in a range of facial recognition technologies marketed by some of the most prominent technology companies in the world. While the systems were relatively accurate when analyzing the faces of white men, Buolamwini found, they failed up to 1 in 3 times when classifying the faces of Black women.² Subsequent studies, including by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, confirmed Buolamwini’s findings.³ And members of Congress experienced this disproportionate error rate firsthand when an ACLU of Northern California test of FRT falsely matched 28 members with a mug-shot database.⁴

The arrests of Williams, Oliver, Parks, and others illustrate that these concerns are far from academic. Due to a near complete lack of necessary transparency, we do not know how many times FBI officials have wrongfully arrested or accused someone on the basis of errors in facial recognition systems. In fact, it appears to be the agency’s general practice to shield information about the use of FRT from criminal defendants, depriving these individuals of their due process rights.⁵ That is unacceptable.

Government agencies should never use technologies that harbor racial, gender, or age bias, let alone use them without providing notice to those who stand accused. Yet, despite these glaring

---


bias problems, police departments and federal agencies have been using the technology for nearly two decades—in secret and absent any regulation or oversight.

**Face Recognition Technology threatens core constitutional freedoms**

FRT is extraordinarily dangerous to core freedoms even when it works exactly as advertised. Never before has the government possessed a technology that purportedly enables it to keep a running record of every person’s every public movement, habit, and association—until now.

If the government can track everyone who goes to a place of worship, attends a political rally, or seeks healthcare for reproductive health or substance use, we lose our freedom to speak our minds, freely criticize the government, pray to the god we want, and access healthcare in private. Americans should feel free to worship their religion, express their right to assemble and protest, and seek substance use treatment or reproductive care without fear that government officials are secretly tracking and cataloging their every move.

These are not hypothetical dangers: FRT is currently being used to conduct precisely this kind of dystopian monitoring. For example, the authoritarian government in China is deploying FRT to control and oppress the religious minority Uighur population, to devastating effect. The technology is so invasive that Chinese authorities use it to track how many times and where individual people pray, whether they enter their homes through the front or back door, and their social and professional associations and contacts.⁶

Closer to home, the Detroit Police Department has purchased FRT to integrate with its networked public surveillance camera system. The system was acquired in secret, without public debate, legislative authorization, or regulations to protect civil rights and liberties.⁷

**Government FRT Use Goes Far Beyond Law Enforcement**

The FBI and other federal law enforcement agencies have been using FRT for years and without explicit authorization or guidance from Congress. That must be corrected, but law enforcement use is not the only concern. FRT is being deployed in schools, workplaces, public housing developments, and healthcare facilities, in many cases to devastating effect. For instance, in schools, Black and brown children are disproportionately disciplined compared to their white counterparts, for the same behavior. Introducing FRT into that already discriminatory environment compounds the negative and discriminatory impacts on Black and brown children, increasing their negative interactions with school officials and greasing the school-to-prison pipeline.

Under no circumstances should these technologies be used to monitor school children, workers, residents, or patients. If it’s ever to be used for any purpose in schools, health facilities, or elsewhere, there must be an act of Congress outlining needed standards and safeguards


protecting people from abuse. Your administration should take any action necessary to pause these uses pending the creation of standards and safeguards to protect against the harms FRT causes.

**The United States should lead the world by placing a moratorium on government use of facial recognition technology**

Over the past two years, activists and local leaders have passed local bans on government use of FRT in at least fifteen municipalities across the country, including Boston, MA, San Francisco, CA, and Jackson, MS. States including Vermont, California, and New York have passed legislation halting some government use of the technology, in light of the substantial racial justice and constitutional concerns detailed above.

But local and state governments are largely powerless to control the way the FBI and other federal agencies use this technology in our communities.

At present, decisions about how to use this dangerous technology are being made by unelected officials, behind closed doors. We respectfully urge you to bring democratic control over this dangerous, biased technology by swiftly signing an executive order that halts the federal government’s use of FRT so long as bias pervades these systems and as long as Congress has not acted to authorize the use of the technology in specific circumstances and with sufficient safeguards to protect our privacy and the public interest, and prevent harm. We ask you to limit the ability of state and local governments to use federal money to purchase FRT. We also ask your administration to support the Facial Recognition and Biometric Technology Moratorium Act, introduced by Senator Markey. This bill would make a federal moratorium law, until Congress acts to authorize its use, and would place additional limitations on federal funding of these technologies.

Thank you for your consideration of this urgent matter. If you have any questions, please contact Kate Ruane, American Civil Liberties Union, kruane@aclu.org.

Sincerely,
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Advocacy for Principled Action in Government
AFT Massachusetts
American Civil Liberties Union
American Library Association
American Muslim Empowerment Network (AMEN)
Amnesty International - USA
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CAIR Washington
Center for Constitutional Rights
Center on Privacy and Technology at Georgetown Law
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Civil Liberties Defense Center
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Library Freedom Project
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National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
New America’s Open Technology Institute
New England Library Association
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Open The Government
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South Asian Americans Leading Together (SAALT)
The Freedom to Read Foundation
The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
Welcome Project, Inc.
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Professor Elsa Auerbach, University of Massachusetts
Joy Buolamwini, Founder of the Algorithmic Justice League
Isaac Kamola, Trinity College, Hartford CT